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Abstract 

Electron selective contacts (ESCs) play an important role in the performance of 

perovskite solar cells (PSCs). ZnO has attracted an important attention as a good 

material for ESCs because of its matched energy levels with those of perovskite, its 

high transmittance in the visible region and its high electron mobility. Here we 

reported the use ZnO thin layers prepared by spray pyrolysis as ESC for PSCs. Our 

ZnO based planar CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPbI3) devices were not only stable in a 

humidity of 35% but also improved the performance even after more than 1 month 

of preparation, due to an increase of charge transfer at the ZnO interface as it has 

been characterized by Impedance Spectroscopy. The formation of ZnO depending 

on the preparation conditions such as gas flow, zinc acetate solution concentrations 

and substrate temperatures effect on the performance of stability of MAPbI3 solar 

cells, and also the low-hysteresis reported for these samples were discussed in this 

study. We have also observed that long term structural evolution of perovskite film 

also depends on the ZnO substrate and its deposition method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. INTRODUCTION. 

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have developed rapidly over the past few years due 

to the promising properties of perovskite materials such as high absorption over the 

visible range and long diffusion length. The power conversion efficiency of PSCs 

has been recorded over 22%.1 Such high performance of PSCs needs not just an 

outstanding perovskite absorber layer but also excellent selective contacts for an 

optimum charge separation. As a result, the design and materials properties of the 

selective contacts are crucial for solar cell performance.2-6 Concretely, the electron 

selective contact (ESC) is a blocking layer that prevents holes from reaching the 

transparent conductive electrode, fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO), avoiding 

interfacial recombination. For high performance solar cells, ESCs should meet the 

following criteria: (a) good optical transmittance in the visible range, which reduces 

the optical energy loss; (b) the energy levels of ESCs should match that of 

perovskite materials, which improve the electron extraction efficiency and block 

holes; (c) good electron mobility; (d) high film quality by easy fabrication 

methods.6 
 

Among the ESC materials, ZnO has attracted much attention to be used as an 

ESC in DSSCs and polymer solar cells,7 but also in PSCs since the early stages.8 

Because, first of all, ZnO has a very high transmittance in the visible spectra and 

more importantly ZnO has a proper bandgap, energy band alignment suitable with 

those of perovskite. Second, ZnO possesses a very high electron mobility (bulk ZnO 

205-300 cm2V-1 s-1 and nanowire ZnO 1000 cm2V-1 s-1) which can potentially 

improve the electron transport efficiency and reduce the recombination loss.3, 9, 10 

Third, the extraction properties of ZnO may be maintained if no chemical reaction 

between ZnO and CH3NH3I is produced,11 although for certain ZnO surfaces (i.e. 

including some absorbates) deprotonation of CH3NH3
+ (MA) cation may occur 

during thermal treatments.3 Fourth, various ZnO nanostructures such like 

nanowires,12 nanotubes,13 nanobelts,14 nanorings,15 nanoflowers,16 nanorods,17 and 

so on, can be easily fabricated by controlling the growth rates along different 

directions. 

 

Recently ZnO as ESC for PSCs has been studied systematically.3, 8, 18-22 In 2015 

Jiaxing Song’s group published a PSCs 

glass/ITO/ZnO/MAPbI3/spiroOMeTAD/Ag structure given a conversion efficiency 

of 13.9%. Interestingly their devices exhibited a good stability, with a conversion 

efficiency that was maintained around 90% after 22 days exposed to ambient 

condition.23 In the same year, Qin Hu et al. modified ZnO layer by linking it with 

polymer and increased the conversion efficiency to 15.96%.24 By using triple cation 

perovskite absorber 2 years later Jiaxing Song et al. reported 18.9% of conversion 

efficiency ZnO based PSCs,25 confirming the possibility to use ZnO as efficient 

ESCs in PSCs. 

 



In this study, we used a spray pyrolysis method, which is low cost and quite 

suitable for large area thin films with good reproducibility, to prepare ZnO thin 

layers. Using spray-pyrolyzed ZnO thin films, we prepared planar PSCs following 

a structure FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro OMeTAD/Au and focused on their stability. 

In which ZnO thin films were spray-pyrolyzed with different conditions such as 

different gas flow (N2 or O2), substrate temperatures and zinc acetate solution 

concentrations. Our devices not only presented a very good stability but also the 

performance improvement even after 34 days storing at around 35% of humidity. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

 

2.1. Device preparation 
ZnO thin layer. Substrates (SnO2:F, FTO or SnO2:In, ITO) substrates were  sonicated in 

distilled water with soap, distilled water, ethanol and propanol-2 for15 minutes and then 

treated with an UV−O3 lamp for 15 minutes. The ZnO layer was deposited by spray 

pyrolysis with 2 different recipes. For the first recipe, the synthesis of ZnO was performed 

according to procedure previously reported with some modification.26 Briefly, ZnO was 

spray pyrolyzed from 5 ml solution containing 0.3M zinc acetate dihydate in a mixed of 

distilled water and propanol-2 (1:1 volume ratio). The pH of zinc acetate solution was 

adjusted to 4 by adding acetic acid. When FTO substrate temperature reached to 450oC, 

zinc acetate solution was sprayed on their surface using N2 or O2 flow. After spraying, ZnO 

layer was annealed at the same temperature (450oC) for 30 minutes then cooled to room 

temperature. 

 

For the second recipe, the concentration of zinc acetate solution was reduced to 0.1M. And 

distilled water was mixed with ethanol instead of propanol-2 with a volume ratio 1:3. 

Acetic acid was also added to the solution to produce a pH of 5. ZnO layers were deposited 

on FTO and ITO at different substrate temperatures from 300oC to 450oC (300oC for ITO) 

and from different zinc acetate volumes. After spraying, ZnO was also annealed for 30 

minutes. O2 flow is used in these cases. 

 

To simplify, ZnO films obtained from N2 and O2 flow were named ZnO_N2 and ZnO_O2 

respectively. 

 

Perovskite. Perovskite solution was prepared by dissolving 622 mg (1.35 mmol) of PbI2 

and 215 mg (1.35 mmol) of MAI in a co-solvent containing 1ml of N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF) and 95 μl of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). A thin film 

deposition was done inside a glove box by spin coating 50 μl of perovskite solution at 5000 

rpm. Diethyl ether was added to the film when the spin coater was running, 5-6s after the 

spinning starts. Finally perovskite film was annealed at 100oC for 3 minutes.  

 

Spiro OMeTAD and Gold. Spiro OMeTAD solution was prepared by dissolving 72.3 mg 

of spiro-OMeTAD (2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9-

spirobifluorene) was dissolved in 1 ml of chlorobenzene, then mixed with 28.8 μl of 4-

tertbutylpyridine and 17.5 μl of a stock Li+ solution (which contained 520 mg/ml 

bistrifluoromethylsulfonylamine lithium salt in acetonitrile). Spiro OMeTAD layer was 



spin coated on perovskite films at 4000 rpm for 30s. Finally, 60 nm of gold were thermally 

evaporated in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber on top of Spiro OMeTAD layer to make 

complete devices. 

 

2.2. Film and device characterization 

 

Thin film characterization.  The morphology and structural properties of the ZnO and 

MAPbI3 perovskite films was analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a 

JSM7001F (Field emission scanning electron microscope), a Bruker AXS-D4 Endeaver 

Advance X-ray(XRD) using Cu Kα radiation respectively. Absorbance of those films were 

measured by using a Cary 300 Bio UV-VIS spectrophotometer. And photoluminescence 

(PL) spectra of MAPbI3 films were obtained by using a spectrophotometer based on a CCD 

detector (Andor-iDUSDV420A-OE) coupled with a spectrograph as a diffraction grating 

(Newport 77400). A commercial continuous laser diode (650 nm, 5 mW) was used as an 

excitation source. Morphology and conductivity of ZnO films were investigated using 

Atomic Force Microscopy. The morphology of the ZnO films was investigated using AFM 

(Concept Scientific Instrument) in resiscope mode. While the current maps of the ZnO 

films were recorded using a diamond coated tip at an applied bias of 1V in N2 flow. 

 

Device characterization. J–V curves of solar cells were measured under a xenon arc lamp 

simulator equipped with an AM 1.5 spectral filter (Sun 2000, ABET Technologies). The 

intensity was adjusted to provide 1 sun (100 mW cm−2) by using a calibrated silicon solar 

cell. The J–V characteristics were recorded by scanning the potential from high voltage to 

zero (backward scan mode, BW) and from zero to high voltage (forward scan mode, FW) 

at ≈45 mV/s. The IPCE measurements were performed employing a 150 W xenon lamp 

coupled with a computer-controlled monochromator; the photocurrent was measured using 

an optical power meter 70310 from Oriel Instruments, using a Si photodiode to calibrate 

the system. Electroluminescence (EL) experiments were performed by applying an electric 

field in the perovskite layer integrated in a diode configuration and collecting the emission 

of the film with a similar set-up of PL measurement. Measurements have been carried out 

using a non-sealed sample holder. Sample holder has a gas connection to flow N2 

continuously during the EL measurements. The EQE estimations were performed by 

calibrating the optical equipment with a commercial GaAs infrared LED (model EL-23G, 

peak emission centered at λmax = 940 nm, 28.3 W sr−1 m−2). 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

ZnO thin films were deposited by spray pyrolysis method. It is worth to mention 

that spray pyrolysis itself is a method which involves spraying a solution onto a 

heated substrate. The droplets of a spray solution, after hitting on the substrate 

surface, spread into a disk shaped structure and undergo thermal decomposition. 

The shape and size of the disk depends on the momentum and volume of the droplet. 

Consequently, the film will be initially composed of overlapping disks which will 

finally become grains with specific orientation on the annealed substrate.26 It has 

been previously discussed that many factors can affect on the film formation such 

as spray rate, precursor solution26 (nature of solvents, type of salts and 



concentration), substrate temperatures27 and so on. All these factors influence the 

morphology and the structural, electrical and optical properties of spray-pyrolyzed 

films.26, 27 In agreement with previous discussions, we also found that the 

morphology dependence of ZnO films formed at different substrate temperatures 

(see Figure S1). 

 

In this study, the ZnO films were deposited with different gas components, N2 

and O2 flows. Figure 1a shows the absorbance, transmittance spectra and top view 

SEM of ZnO films deposited on FTO which obtained by spraying zinc acetate using 

two these different gas, during the spray pyrolysis process. In agreement with 

literature, our ZnO films are very transparent in the visible range.28 This fact 

contributes to reduce the optical losses. The ZnO films obtained from N2 and O2 

flow have a similar morphology, see Figure 1b and 1c. However, ZnO_N2 exhibits 

slightly bigger grains. And this difference in grain size is also confirmed by AFM 

measurement (see Figure S2). ZnO deposition process is carried out in ambient 

condition. Consequently, even we used N2 flow, O2 from air is presented during 

ZnO film formation. Consequently, the main difference between the ZnO 

depositions is the different ratio of O2 in the gas, being obviously much higher when 

O2 flow is used. Tseng et al. reported the ZnO deposition by sputtering from a mixed 

Ar and O2 gas with different ratio of O2.
28 In their study, they observed no influence 

of gas on ZnO crystallinity and morphology. However, it is important to note that 

all their ZnO films were obtained without substrate heating while our spray-

pyrolyzed ZnO was archived with substrates heated at 450oC. The differences in 

substrate heating temperatures and O2 ratio in the gas may explain the grain size 

difference of ZnO obtained with N2 and O2 flow respect previous reports in the 

literature. 

 

In addition to the grain size dependence, we also observed the optical band offset 

dependence on the components of gas used during the ZnO spray pyrolysis process. 

As seen in the Figure 1a and S3a, ZnO spray-pyrolyzed with O2 flow shows slightly 

larger bandgap than ZnO prepared with N2 flow. This fact is in agreement with 

previous literature in which it has been reported that the bandgap of spray-

pyrolyzed ZnO can be modified by changing the spray conditions such as spray 

rates, spray solution concentrations and substrate temperatures.26, 27 In the range of 

temperatures employed (350ºC) the amount of oxygen in the gas used affects on 

the decomposition and oxidation of precursors in the solution, resulting in different 

properties, including the optical properties, of the ZnO thin films. Additionally, we 

also found that the concentration of a spray solution can change the bandgap of 

spray-pyrolyzed ZnO as well (see Figure S3b). However, the volume of a spray 

solution does not change the absorption offset of ZnO films. Increasing the volume 



only results on the deposition of a thicker films with the consequent increase of 

absorption (See Figure S3c). 

 

 
Figure 1. (a) Absorbance and transmittance; and SEM images from secondary 

electrons of ZnO layer deposited on FTO from 0.3 M zinc acetate solution at 

450oC with (b) nitrogen (named ZnO_N2) and (c) oxygen flow (named 

ZnO_O2), bar scale in insect is 100 nm. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) of ZnO layer 

deposited on FTO from 0.3 M zinc acetate solution at 450oC with nitrogen (a, 

named ZnO_N2) and oxygen flow (b, named ZnO_O2).  

 

We moreover archived the difference in the conductivity of spray-pyrolyzed 

ZnO films obtaining by using N2 or O2 flow. The conductive atomic force 

microscopy measurement pointed out both those ZnO films contain homogeneous 

current contribution on the surface. However ZnO_N2 exhibits lower current, 

indicating lower conductivity than ZnO_O2 (see Figure 2), as impedance 

spectroscopy analysis also confirms, see below. It has been previously reported that 

the concentration and pH of a spray solution, and spay rate can affect on the 

electrical resistivity of ZnO films.26 Here we found that the components of gas used 

in a spray pyrolysis also play a role in a conductivity of formed films.  
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The absorbance spectra of fresh MAPbI3 films deposited on ZnO prepared with 

N2 and O2 flow show a strong absorption at the wavelength between 400 nm to 800 

nm (see Figure S4a). No difference between the absorbance spectra of MAPbI3 

films coated on ZnO_N2 or ZnO_O2 thin layers were observed, indicating no 

thickness difference. Figure S4b and S4c present the cross section of fresh 

MAPbI3/ZnO_N2 film. Both ZnO compact and MAPbI3 perovskite layers are very 

homogeneous and fully coverage, with 50 nm and 270 nm thickness, respectively. 

The photoluminescence (PL) spectra of those perovskite layers deposited on 

ZnO_N2 or ZnO_O2 substrates were similar as well (see Figure S4a). MAPbI3 

perovskite coated on ZnO_N2 and ZnO_O2 presents the tetragonal structural phase, 

with (110) preferential orientation, with diffraction peak at 14.2o, see Figure S5a 

and S5b. However, the degree of preferential orientation is not exactly the same for 

both fresh samples as fresh MAPbI3/ZnO_O2 presents higher X-Ray Diffraction 

(XRD) intensity at peak 14.2o diffraction compared with fresh MAPbI3/ZnO_N2, 

see Figure S5c. This finding is in agreement with the observation of Tseng’s 

group.28 Smaller full width at half maximum (FWHM) of fresh MAPbI3 coated on 

ZnO_O2 (see Figure S6a and Table S1) suggests higher perovskite crystallite size 

is obtained. 

 

 
Figure 3. (a-d) Top view of 1 day and 15 days-old MAPbI3 deposited on 

FTO/ZnO_N2 (a-b) and FTO/ZnO_O2 substrates (c-d). MAPbI3 films were 

stored under dark and at room temperature and at around 35% of humidity. 

 

Figure 3 presents Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of the top view 

of fresh and old MAPbI3 films deposited on ZnO prepared with both N2 and O2 

flows. The top view SEM of fresh MAPbI3/ZnO_O2 also shows slightly bigger 

grain size than fresh MAPbI3/ZnO_N2, see Figures 3a and 3c. This observation is 
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in agreement with XRD measurement, higher XRD intensity and lower FWHM at 

peak 14.2o fresh for MAPbI3/ZnO_O2 film (Figure S5c, S6a and Table S1). It is 

worth to note that in XRD measurement, we did not observe the XRD pattern of 

ZnO due to its extremely thin thickness (see Figure S5a and b). Thus we could not 

analyse the dependence of ZnO structure on the components of gas used. 

 

However, the most interesting feature regarding the samples morphology is 

observed after aging. The morphology of MAPbI3 films deposited on ZnO_N2 and 

ZnO_O2 changed oppositely after 15 days stored at room temperature under dark 

and at around 35% of humidity conditions. For ZnO_N2 substrate, MAPbI3 film 

showed an increase in grain size for a 15 days-old film, see Figure 3a and 3b. 

Evolution of FWHM in XRD (i.e. crystallite sizes) also points in the same direction, 

see Figure S5d, S6c and Table S1. Similar results obtained by the study of Roose 

et al. They prepared mixed halide cation perovskite (from a solution containing 

FAI, PbI2, MABr, PbBr2 and CsI) on SnO2 compact layer. They demonstrated that 

smaller crystallites within perovskite films spontaneously coalescence into larger 

ones, even when complete devices are stored in the dark at room temperature.29 It 

is important to note that our MAPbI3 perovskite films are composed by pure iodine 

phase, which is known less stable than perovskite containing Cs cation, and stored 

at around 35% of humidity condition. Moreover the preferential orientation of 

MAPbI3 film belong the plane (110) which is perpendicular to the substrate30 is 

slightly improved after 15 days, see Table S1. 

 

Oppositely to MAPbI3 perovskite films deposited on ZnO_N2 thin layer, aging 

perovskite coated on ZnO_O2 substrate shows no appreciable change on grain size, 

see Fig 3c and 3d. A detailed analysis of XRD, see Figure S5e, S6b and Table S1, 

points to a decrease in the degree of preferential orientation along the (110) plane 

direction comparing aged cell with the fresh one, and also a slight increase of 

FWHM confirming the crystallite size evolution ZnO_O2 is not similar to the 

observed for ZnO_N2. Here we found that ZnO preparation method play an 

important role in the long term stability of MAPbI3 perovskite. We have previously 

observed that kind of substrate, comparing organic PEDOT and several inorganic 

oxides had an impact on the perovskite degradation process.31-34 Here we show that 

not just the substrate type but the preparation and termination method has influence 

on long term PSC stability.  

 

It has been reported that the combination of light and O2, in dry air, induced the 

degradation of MAPbI3 perovskite films, and consequently the performance of solar 

cells. O2 diffusion on MAPbI3 films is accompanied by the photo-induced 

formation of highly reactive superoxide O2
- species. This reactive O2

- species can 

deprotonate the methylammonium cation (MAI+) of photo-excited MAPbI3
*, 



leading to the formation of PbI2, water, methylamine and iodine.35-38 We have 

detected the formation of platelet-like grains, suggesting PbI2, on MAPbI3/ZnO_O2 

film after 15 days, see Figure 3d and Figure S7b. However, note that in our storage 

conditions O2 and water are presented but no illumination. Thus the required 

conditions for a degradation caused by a combination of light and O2 were not 

fulfilled. On the other hand, it is well known that the presence of moisture can 

accelerate the degradation of MAPbI3 perovskite. It is important to note that we 

stored MAPbI3/ZnO_O2 and MAPbI3/ZnO_N2 in the same conditions. And the 

platelet-like grains were clearly observed for aged MAPbI3/ZnO_O2 samples while 

they were not clearly visible for aged MAPbI3/ZnO_N2 films. The study of Nathan 

et al. pointed out that water adsorption of perovskite is heavily influence by the 

orientation of the methylammonium cations close to surface. And depending on 

methylammonium orientation, the water molecules can infiltrate into hollow site of 

the surface and get trapped.39 As it has been discussed above, our ZnO spray-

pyrolyzed with N2 or O2 flow gave different surficial termination which affected on 

the growth and orientation of perovskite coated on, and further affected on the water 

adsorption of perovskite. Thus, the presence of platelet-like grains ascribed to a 

water adsorption of perovskite could be related with the O2 rich condition of ZnO 

formed in the spray pyrolysis process. 

 



 
Figure 4. Performance at 1 sun illumination of planar based ZnO devices with 

a structure of FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/Spiro OMeTAD/Au respect to the time. In 

which ZnO was spray-pyrolyzed from 0.3 M zinc acetate solution at 450oC 

with nitrogen (a) and oxygen flow (b). Full devices were stored under dark and 

at room temperature and at around 35% of humidity. 
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Table 1. Statistic photovoltaic parameters at 1 sun of planar based spray-

pyrolyzed ZnO devices showed in the Fig 4. 

Time (days) 
Substrate: ZnO_N2 

Jsc [mA/cm2] Voc [mV] FF [%] Eta [%] 

0 14.3 ± 0.2 1010.7 ± 8.3 61.3 ± 1 8.9± 0.1 

7 17.5 ± 0.4 1066.5 ± 8.1 65.1 ± 1 12.1 ± 0.3 

13 17.9 ± 0.2 1075.3 ± 10.8 65.7 ± 1.2 12.7 ± 0.3 

Time (days) 
Substrate: ZnO_O2 

Jsc [mA/cm2] Voc [mV] FF [%] Eta [%] 

0 14 ± 0.2 984.4 ± 20.2 62.7 ± 1.4 8.7 ± 0.4 

7 17.8 ± 0.3 1057.6 ± 4.8 62.6 ± 1.3 11.8 ± 0.1 

13 16.8 ± 0.2 1051.4 ± 8.3 62.5 ± 1 11 ± 0.1 

 

Full PSCs have been prepared using both kinds of spray-pyrolyzed ZnO layers 

with N2 and O2 flows, with a configuration of FTO/ZnO/MAPbI3/spiro 

OMeTAD/Au. ZnO based PSCs were characterized by measuring the current 

density-voltage (J-V) curves under 1 sun illumination. Figure 4 presents the 

statistics of photovoltaic parameters of those devices respect to the fabrication time. 

Comparing the performance of PSCs fabricated using both ZnO substrates, no 

significant differences can be appreciated on fresh samples where ZnO_N2 based 

devices showed slightly better performance on average, see Figure 4 and Table 1. 

However, fresh perovskite coated ZnO_O2 shows slightly bigger grain sizes (Figure 

3a and c), higher crystallinity and better preferential orientation along (110) planes 

(Figure S5c, S6a and table S1) than film coated ZnO_N2 substrates. It has been 

previously reported that (110) planes of perovskite crystallites tends to align in the 

direction perpendicular with substrate and this preferential orientation influences 

the charge transfer and photovoltaic performance.30 Thus, the lower performance 

obtained with ZnO_O2 based devices could be due to different ZnO bandgap 

obtaining by using different gas, N2 or O2 flow (Figure 1a and S3a) and probable 

different band offsets. In the study of Tseng et al, they supposed for ZnO sputtered 

with Ar, the energy levels of conduction and valence bands down shift, which can 

enhance electron injection from perovskite to ZnO and block the hole more 

efficiently. They obtained better performance for devices containing ZnO sputtered 

with Ar,28 the same trend as we observed with N2. 

 

Nevertheless the main difference on the performance of ZnO based PSCs 

depending on the deposition conditions is observed for aged samples. For ZnO_N2 

based PSCs, big improvements of 36% and 43% in photoconversion efficiency is 

observed after 7 and 13 days, respectively, see Figure 4a and Table 1. This 

improvement in average is due to the increasing of all solar cell parameters, 

photocurrent, Jsc, open circuit voltage, Voc and fill factor, FF, but especially Jsc, see 

Figure 4 for the averaged results and Figure 5a for a single cell. This improvement 



could be understood by the morphological and structural evolution experienced by 

these samples, as it has been previously discussed, with an increase in grain sizes, 

crystallinity and also in the degree of preferential orientation belong (110) plan of 

MAPbI3 film deposited on ZnO_N2, which is caused by the coalescence of smaller 

crystallites into larger ones.29 Interestingly our ZnO_N2 based devices presented the 

performance improvement not only until 13 days-age but also after more than 1 

month, see Figure 5b. In addition, the measurement of incident photon to current 

efficiency (IPCE), Figure S8a, pointed out to a good agreement between the 

integrated photocurrent calculated from IPCE data and the Jsc measured from J-V 

curves, reverse scan, see Figure S8. In fact, these devices present low hysteresis as 

it can be appreciated for the champion cell an efficiency close to 14%, see Figure 

S9, in good agreement with the observation for other ZnO-based PSCs.23, 24 

 

 
Figure 5. Current density-voltage (J-V) characteristic, reverse scan, (a) and 

efficiency (b) of FTO/ZnO_N2/MAPbI3/Spiro OMeTAD/Au at 1 sun 

illumination measured in different time. All devices were stored under dark 

at room temperature and at around 35% of humidity. ZnO was spray-

pyrolyzed from 0.3 M zinc acetate solution at 450oC with nitrogen flow. 

 

For ZnO_O2 based PSCs, similar to ZnO_N2 based devices, an enhancement of 

36% in efficiency was observed after 7 days, see Figure 4b and Table 1. Then the 

performance of devices were slightly reduced after 13 days. The increase in 

conversion efficiency of ZnO_O2 PSCs after 7 days should have the same origin 

with in ZnO_N2 PSCs. The coalescence of smaller crystallite into larger ones also 

takes place in MAPbI3 perovskite coated on ZnO_O2. However, as discussed above, 

MAPbI3/ZnO_O2 films were degraded after 15 days of preparation, the crystallinity 

and preferential orientation along (110) plane were reduced, which causes a 

decrease in device performance. Note that MAPbI3 films and devices were stored 

under the same conditions, see experimental section for more details. Thus the 

reduction in the performance after 13 days should be the results of the competition 

processes in MAPbI3 films, which are (1) the coalescence of smaller crystallite into 
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larger ones and (2) the degradation caused by the interfacial defects induced by the 

O2 rich fabrication conditions of the ZnO layers. 

 

Interestingly the performance improvement after 7 days of preparation for 

ZnO_O2 based PSCs was also obtained for spray-pyrolyzed ZnO at different FTO 

substrate temperatures, Figure S10 and Table S2. Additionally, we see again clearly 

that the ZnO spray pyrolysis conditions, in this case the substrate annealing 

temperatures, influences the performance of devices. The highest efficiency was 

obtained for fresh devices based on ZnO deposited at 350oC. After 7 days, almost 

all the devices showed an improvement in efficiency. However, the efficiency 

enhancement was not the same for devices containing ZnO prepared at different 

temperatures. Moreover, as it can be seen in the Figure S1, ZnO fabricated at 350oC 

(ZnO_350oC) exhibits bigger grains than that deposited at 300oC (ZnO_300oC). 

And fresh PSCs based on ZnO_350oC show higher efficiency than fresh PSCs 

based on ZnO_300oC (see Table S2). The same trend is observed for devices 

containing ZnO_O2 and ZnO_N2 produced at 450oC, where higher grain sizes (see 

Figure 1b and c) and higher performance were obtained for ZnO_N2 based fresh 

PSCs (see Table 1). In addition, the concentration of ZnO spray solution also affects 

the performance of devices. Comparing ZnO_O2 PSC devices prepared at 450oC 

but with 2 different concentrations, 0.1M and 0.3M (named ZnO_0.1M and 

ZnO_0.3M respectively), ZnO_0.3M based PSCs gave a better performance (see 

Table 1 and S2). Note that the amount of Zn2+ in solutions was maintained the same. 

This behaviour can be attributed to the lower absorbance of ZnO_0.3M films which 

produced less optical loss (see Figure S3b).  

 

Furthermore, the stability of ZnO_O2 based PSCs also depends on the formation 

of ZnO. As showed above, the performance was slightly reduced after 13 days for 

devices containing ZnO_O2 prepared from 0.3M zinc acetate solution and at 450oC. 

However, ZnO_O2 substrates prepared at lower zinc acetate solution concentration 

(0.1M) and lower substrate temperature (at 350oC), exhibit an improvement of the 

performance even 30 days after their preparation, see Figure S11 and table S3.This 

analysis highlights that the use of O2 flow is not the only parameter affecting the 

ZnO surface and consequently the PSC performance. The formation of ZnO 

depends on many factors, i.e. solution concentration, pH, temperature, gas and the 

flow rate, that needs an accurate optimization in order to get an appropriated ZnO 

surface termination not just for the fresh devices but for the aged ones with 

enhanced performance. The potential application of our ZnO deposition method has 

been verified for different substrates as FTO and ITO; and also different electronic 

devices as solar cells and LEDs as well, see Figure S12 and Table S4. And it is 

worth to note that our ZnO based PSC also presents a good performance recovered 

after the electrical injection (see Figure S13). 



 

 

 

 

Figure 6. (a) Nyquist plot of perovskite devices based on ZnO_N2 

substrates, prepared on different time under 1 sun illumination at 0.8V DC 

applied bias, close to maximum power point voltage. Symbols correspond 

to the experimental points while solid line is the fitting of the impedance 

spectra using equivalent circuit in (b),40-42 constant phase elements (PE) has 

been used instead of perfect capacitors for a better fitting. (c) Rhf related to 

charge transport and to the recombination and (d) the sum of Rlf and Rhf (Rrec) 

resistance related to the recombination of those devices respectively. (e) 

Capacitance at different applied bias of an older device presented in fig a-d.  

 

For further understanding of the device behaviour, impedance spectroscopy 

measurements under working conditions, i.e. 1 sun illumination, at different applied 

DC voltages have been carried out. By comparing fitted data obtained from the 

impedance measurement of ZnO_O2 and ZnO_N2 based PSCs, we found that 

ZnO_O2 based devices have lower contact series resistance, Rs (see Figure S14), 

indicating ZnO_O2 is higher conductive than ZnO_N2. This finding is in good 

agreement with the conductive AFM measurement (see Figure 2). However, the 

PSCs based on ZnO_N2 or ZnO_O2 have similar short circuit current (Jsc), (see 

Figure 4 and table 1).  
 

We moreover measured the impedance spectroscopy of a fresh sample prepared 

on ZnO_N2 substrates and of a sample prepared on the same substrate 28 days after 

its fabrication (see Figure 6a), under working conditions, i.e. 1 sun illumination, at 

different applied DC voltages. Nyquist plot presents two arc features at high 

frequency voltage (hf), left arc, and at low frequency (lf), right arc in Figure 6a. 

This is common feature observed in the impedance analysis of different kinds of 

PSCs, two regions at hf (higher than 500 Hz) and lf (lower than 500 Hz) can be 

differentiated.43-45 However, in some cases arcs at lf or hf regions decouple in more 

than one arcs.40, 43, 46 The experimental data obtained from impedance 

measurements have been fitted using the equivalent circuit depicted in Figure 6b.40, 
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41 Despites there is no full interpretation of the complete physical meaning of each 

one of these elements, the implications of some of them is qualitatively understood. 

It has been shown that Rrec=Rhf+Rlf obtained from impedance spectroscopy analysis 

allows to reconstruct the J-V which implies that this resistance has a recombination 

character inversely proportional to the recombination rate.41, 42 Figure 6d compares 

Rrec from fresh and aged sample and no significant difference can be appreciated. 

However, Rhf is clearly lower for aged sample (Figure 6c). It has been reported that 

this resistance receives contributions from the selective contacts and its decrease 

has been related with an increase of the charge transfer at the contacts with a 

consequent enhancement of the photocurrent.40, 43 Rhf is plotted in linear scale in 

Figure S15. This analysis indicates that the enhancement of photovoltaic properties 

of aged samples is due to a reduction of the charge transfer resistance at the ZnO 

interface.  

 

One of the most interesting features of the prepared cells using spray-pyrolyzed 

solar cells is the low hysteresis observed, see Figure S9. This low hysteresis can be 

attributed to the reduced low frequency capacitance, Clf, observed when spray-

pyrolyzed ZnO substrates are used, see Figure 6e. PSC cells using TiO2 as electron 

selective contact exhibit a huge Clf under illumination.47 This capacitance is 

associated with an accumulation capacitance,41, 48 and it is significantly reduced in 

inverted cells with no TiO2 contact that show no hysteresis.49 In the case of ZnO 

substrates, the observed values for low frequency accumulation capacitance, see 

Figure 6e, are significantly lower than the observed for TiO2 substrates,47 as the 

observed ones for inverted cell,49 in good agreement with the low hysteresis 

obtained in this samples, see Figure S9. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, here we report the preparation of ZnO thin film by spray pyrolysis 

with good qualities as homogeneous, full substrate coverage and high transmittance 

in visible range for ESC applications. Our ZnO based PSCs not only showed a good 

stability but also an improvement in performance after fabrication. Concretely, the 

conversion efficiency increased quickly (36%) after 7 days of preparation, then 

slightly increased after more than 1 month of preparation, with samples stored under 

dark at room temperature and at a humidity of around 35%. The improvement in 

performance is related with morphological evolution caused as the coalescence of 

smaller crystallites in MAPbI3 films into bigger ones, resulting the enhancement in 

the grain size and an increase of (110) preferential orientation. We show ZnO 

preparation method influences this long term evolution of perovskite layer. 

Impedance characterization has indicated that these morphological changes of aged 

samples improve the charge carrier extraction at ZnO contact, enhancing 



significantly photocurrent and consequently photovoltage and fill factor. ZnO 

substrates also present low accumulation capacitance, observed at low frequencies, 

and consequently presenting low hysteresis. Since the relationship between the 

selective contacts and the hysteresis is well known, the influence of substrate on 

other important properties of perovskite materials, but less studied, as morphology 

evolution has not been pointed out. This work highlights the effect of substrate, and 

concretely of selective contact on the improvement properties of halide perovskite 

and could contribute to produce devices with long term stability. 
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